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horse, above and below which rugs are placed, the whole being
covered with a piece of leather and kept in place by girths, thus
forming a most comfortable cushion. The stirrup is so made
that only the toe can go into it, and the whole is calculated to
allow a man to fall clear if he is thrown, a wise precaution in a
land of unbroken mounts. It has also the advantage of providing
excellent bedding, but is of course adapted for a flat country
only, and would be out of place in a mountainous one. A kind
acquaintance, seeing the interest S. took in the saddle, made him
a present of one, which proved invaluable in Easter Island.
The majority of the beasts sold at the cattle markets are for
local consumption: those going to the freezing manufactories
are generally bought by private treaty. We were taken over
one of the largest of these frigorificos, as they are called, where
some 1,200 cattle and 3,000 sheep are killed daily. Each
animal is inspected from a sanitary point of view on
arrival, and every beast is again examined after it has been
killed. It is skinned and cleaned at the same time, and in
fifteen minutes, from the moment of being slain, is ready in two
sides to hang up in the chilling or freezing chamber. Each of
the sides is subsequently enclosed in a muslin covering ready to
be shipped. The hides are, of course, also a most valuable com-
modity, and the fat is subjected to pressure, the oil being used
for cooking purposes and the solid residue for candle-making.
The unused portion of the beast is turned into guano* Some of
the meat is reserved for canning, and the tinned goods are
particularly attractive. Each tin is closed save for one small
hole at the top, and is then passed into a vacuum pump,
which extracts the air and closes the hole with an electric needle,
A very determined set "was being made to bring all the
Argentine frigorificos into the American meat trust; those
which, like the one we visited, are determined to resist have to
fight hard to hold their position. There was a loud outcry with
regard to the increase in the price of meat, which had gone tip
retail to about sevenpence a pound; but buying through a ship's
chandler, who could obtain it for wholesale prices, we were able to
purchase at a lower rate. The prices for tinned meat ware much
the same as in England- Salt meat we were warned to avoid, as it
could not be guarantee^, for more than two months, though the
remainder of our stock that had been put on board in England*

